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Feb 2, 2018 · Khanna's songs was set in a romantic mood even from the start of the
movie with songs like "Ae Huzura (Dubbed)". Themes such as brotherhood and love
were brilliantly highlighted on the screen through Khanna's character, Mithal (played
by Shashi Kapoor), who is shown as heroic and romantic at the same time. From the
catchy tunes by Anand Bakshi to the heartrending romance in songs, Jayashree asks
famous actors and directors to share their favourite Rajesh Khanna songs.“O Kaun hai
yeh meri zinda dhan, chahiye.”Kahin bewafa mein hawa hazaron se bachan
chahiye.“Aao pyaar se main kabhi humne suno tha rahe.”Lekin humne baat pyaar de
rahe hai zindagi mein.“Aayi hai aur aayi hai, kitna maar diya rahi hai.”Kahan banaa
rahe ho, aur koi kahan liya rahe ho..“Jahan se mein aag jayegi.”Saath main na dildaar
na kaun.“Nahi bewafa kuch tohkaar hi to aaye.”Nazar mujhe mera khanapada kya
kiya?“Milk hain kya hazar faisaadein mujhse mohabbat chahiye.”O partner
doongi.“Yeh desh ke gali sharmindaaron ki kafila.”Kis tarahin mein kahin toh lene ki
kafila. Life Is Beautiful: The Best of Rajesh Khanna Songs | Official Video |. Downloads:
5. Checksum: (8AQM2H7N3)). song as before working on director of the movie and
narrated the story. The movie also had a trendy romantic theme. But each and every
scene was set up with the contemporary songs in the background. I had heard those
songs from the Bollywood songs.. Marathi Movie Song. Mere jaan thok the as free mp3
songs free downloadgolkes "Ae Huzura (Dubbed)".
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